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1.
AUX = 
Assessment + 
User 
Experience



Why A + UX?
● Holistic: online and physical spaces, 

services, collections, programming

● Assessment and UX use similar 
methods and techniques

● Assessment lifecycle lends itself to UX 
improvements

● AUX teams can serve many functions. 
Flexibility is encouraged!
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Drivers of AUX 
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● To report information

● To track performance

● To discover unknowns

● To inform decision-making

● To understand user behavior



2.
Our stories 

How AUX at Emory and 
Duke came to be 



Start of AUX at Emory  
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● Assessment program began in 2005 

● Assessment Integration Group (AIG) founded in 2015

● AUX Team founded in 2018; Head of AUX hired in 2019

● AUX is in the Services Division to be closer to users



Emory’s AUX Team: 
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● Kristan Majors: Assessment Coord. 
Services Division

● Chris Pollette: Service Design 
Librarian

● Michael Luther: Head of AUX
● Doug Slaughter: Collections 

Analyst
● Pat Culpepper: Assessment 

Program Coordinator



EUL: AUX roles & functions
Assessment 

● Data management
● Data visualization
● Data reporting
● Biennial library 

survey (with AIG)
● Outcomes 

Assessment

User experience (UX)

● Springshare Product 
management

● Website UX
● Smaller projects, 

studies

Consulting

● Lots of Committee 
work related to 
eBooks, Digital 
Libraries Program, 
LibGuides, Discovery 
Layer

● Less formal 
consulting also
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Start of AUX at Duke
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● UX department formed in 2013 with 2 staff 

● Hired 1 assessment analyst, formed Assessment Core 
Team (ACT), and became AUX in 2014

● Welcomed 2 staff with expertise in web development, data 
viz, and project management in May 2018 

● Holistic approach from the start - UX of physical and virtual 
spaces + assessment of all aspects of library services



Duke’s AUX dept

10From Duke’s AUX Website: library.duke.edu/about/depts/assessment-user-experience

https://library.duke.edu/about/depts/assessment-user-experience


AUX roles & functions
Assessment 

● Stats and reporting 
● Consulting
● Library-wide 

projects
● Smaller projects 

focused on services 
or initiatives

User experience (UX)

● Duke Libraries 
website

● Lead Developer and 
Product Owner for 
Books & Media 
catalog

● Wayfinding and UX 
of physical spaces  

Project management

● Software 
development 

● Short-term teams to 
focus on issues 
raised in assessment

● Consulting and 
facilitation
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3.
Case studies

Example Assessment + UX 
projects



Biennial user survey
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Biennial user survey
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Books & Media catalog
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Books & Media catalog
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Reserve a Seat
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Reserve a Seat
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Reserve a Seat
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Collection Mgmt. Dashboard
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● Cost/use data for 
firm orders

● Filterable

● Hovering over  
circles gives 
title-level detail

● Informs decision- 
making

Visualization by Doug Slaughter



Website UX (task analysis)
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● New main site launched Jan. ‘20

● Built off work conducted by Viget (contractor) during 
design phase

● 24 tasks, 14 participants, 3 user groups

● Combining success measures, technical observations, and 
illustrative participant comments

● Themes identified; Errors notated



Database Types Study
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● Do users and 
librarians 
understand 
database types the 
same way?

● Understand user 
behavior

● Card sorting activity

Visualization by Pat Culpepper



4.
Privilege & 
Tribulations
It’s not (always) easy 
being green



Joys of this approach
● Range of expertise and skills sets in 

a single dept

● Number of people to move work 
forward and infuse an AUX mindset 
throughout the library 

● Administrative buy-in -- we’re a 
department, with a budget!
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But challenges, too
● Expectation that we can do it all

● Notion that UX and assessment 
can be left entirely to one dept

● Increased pressure to prioritize, 
coordinate, communicate  
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Lessons learned
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● Importance of prioritizing and scoping work, and 
revisiting the scope frequently

● Not all staff have an interest in assessment or UX 
improvements; some staff might even feel threatened

● Need to advocate for AUX work with library leadership 
and staff -- re-establish buy-in



Don’t have an AUX dept?
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● Form a cross-departmental team like Emory’s AIG or Duke’s 
ACT

● Add a UX or assessment phase to existing/ new projects

● Consider consulting as a service

● Team up with peer libraries to form an assessment or UX 
community of practice



5.
What the future 
holds
Iterative improvements in 
our departments and 
libraries



What’s next at Duke?
● Continue successful AUX practicum 

and graduate assistantship

● Assess and improve Fall 2020 services 
for Spring 2021 

● Lead in-depth user study of 
international students

● Migrate the library website, with focus 
on streamlining content
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And at Emory?
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● Improve capture, visualization, and analysis of Springshare data

● Needs Assessment of Emory Libraries (4 libraries, 5 divisions)

○ Inventory of assessment practices and products

○ Survey of AUX strengths, challenges and opportunities

○ Followed up with interviews/articulating needs

● Finishing touches on a “Library Profile” dashboard of core metrics

● Library survey rescheduled for Spring 2021



Thanks!
Any questions?
Michael Luther, 
michael.emory.luther@emory.edu

Emily Daly, emily.daly@duke.edu
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